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Deterministic ascending tree automata II 
B y J . V I R A G H 
To the memory of my Mother 
In [12] we started a systematic study of deterministic ascending (called also 
root-to-frontier or top-down) tree automata. The present second part is entirely 
devoted to the investigation of the product of such automata. We generalize the 
notion of the product of ordinary automata due to Gluskov [cf. 7] and that of the 
special products defined by Gecseg in [3]. Some other generalizations can be found 
in [9], [10] and [11] for the case of bottom-up (known also as frontier-to-root) tree 
automata. 
1. Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the fundamental concepts concerning 
tree automata and tree transducers. To keep the size of the paper within reasonable 
limits we give only a brief account on notions defined elsewhere but used in our 
treatment, too. For terminology not defined here, see [1], [5] and/or [6]. 
The concepts of a type F, a deterministic ascending F-algebra = (A, F), 
a deterministic ascending F-automaton A = (2i, a', a) and the forest T(A) ^ TF Xn 
recognized by A are used in the same sense as in [12]. In the sequel F-algebra 
(F-automaton) means a deterministic ascending F-algebra (F-automaton). When 
F is not specified we speak simply about algebra and automaton. Furthermore, 
all algebras and automata are assumed to be finite and have no nullary operations. 
Now we shall introduce some additional terminology. \A\ denotes the cardi-
nality of the set A. A rank type R is a finite nonvoid subset of the set N = {1, 2, ...} 
of natural numbers. The type F has rank type R(F) = {n\F„7i0}. 
Let A = (2I, a', a), a = ( A a \ A">) and B=<©,6',b>, b=(£(1», ..., £<">) 
be two F-automata with the associated algebras 21 = (A, F> and © = (B, F>. 
Then © is called a subalgebra of 21 if B<gA and for all k(:R(F), f£Fk and 
b£B, fs"(b)=f!B(b)€Bk holds. The automaton A is connected if all states a£A are 
reachable from the initial state a' by suitable operations. (For a formal description 
see [5].) 
Next we recall some concepts and results from [5]. 
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A homomorphism of the algebra 21 into S is a mapping cp: A—B such that 
(i) for all k£R(F), fdFk and ad A, f*((p(a))=((p(ai); q>(ak)), where 
(«!,..., ak) =/®(a). If, in addition 
(ii) q>(a')=b' and 
(iii) for all i = l, . . . ,« ; <p(A,)=B, and <p~1(Bi)=Ai hold, then q> is a homo-
morphism of the automaton A into B. In case of <p(A)=B we call 23 a homo-
morphic image of 21. If q> is also bijective then it is called an isomorphism. We say 
that 21 and © are isomorphic and write 2 l s © if there exists an isomorphism 
(p: 21—23. The same terminology is used for automata. 
A congruence relation of the algebra 21 is defined as an equivalence relation 
Q on A such that 
(i) for all k£R(F),f£Fk and a, a'dA, aga' implies atga[ where 
i = l , ..., k,f*(a)=(alt ..., ak) and ..., a'k). 
Moreover, Q is a congruence relation of the automaton A if the additional condition 
(ii) for all i=l,...,n and ad A, ad A^ implies ¿>(a)QA(i) 
holds. 
NOTATION. The two trivial congruences of 21 will be denoted by i = A X A 
and co = {(a, a)\adA}, respectively. 21 is simple if it has only trivial congruences. 
For any state ad A let A (a) denote the automaton (21, a, a). The state 
a is called a 0-state if r ( A ( a ) ) = 0 . We say that A is normalized if, for all 
kdR(F),fdFk and ad.A, either all of the components of (a) are 0-states or 
none of them is a 0-state. The automaton A is minimal if whenever 
r(A) = J(B). 
The following results are from [5]. 
Proposition 1.1. If B is a homomorphic image of A, then T(A)=T(B). 
Proposition 1.2. If the minimal automaton A is equivalent to the normalized 
and connected automaton B then A is a homomorphic image of B. 
In the rest of this paper we consider only algebras belonging to the class K(R) 
of all finite algebras of the fixed rank type R. Let F, F1, ..., Fk be ranked alphabets 
of rank type R and consider the i7'-algebras 2 i i =(^ i , F') (¡'= 1, ..., k). Further-
more, let 
^ ^ X . - X ^ X f - F X - X f ' 
k 
be an arity-preserving mapping, i.e., for every mdR,f£Fm and ad IJ iMa,/) = 
¡ = 1 
= ( / \ •••,/*) implies f'dFi„ 0 = 1 , ..., k). Then by the general product or, shortly 
G-product of 21!, ...,2Ifc with respect to the feedback function we mean the 
k k 
F-algebra 21=04, F)= 2tf[F, if/] with A= f f At and for arbitrary mdR, 
fdFm and ad A 
/"(a) = (fa(TfaCa))), •••, ni{fk(nk(a)))), ... 
• • -MPK(a))), • • •, ifk(nk(a))))), 
where (J1, ...,fk)= ij/(a,f) and 7t, denotes the Ith projection. 
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To define special types of products let us write i¡/ in the form i ¡ / = ( . . . , ip(k)), 
where for arbitrary a £ A and f£Fm, i^(a,/)=(i>(1>(a,/), ..., ^*>(a,/)). We say 
that 21 is an (¿¡-product ( i=0 , 1, ...) if for arbitrary 7 (1 ̂ j ^ k ) i¡/U) is independent 
k 
of its wth component if i+j^u^k. If \j/ is independent of [J Ah i.e., \¡/ is 
¡=1 
lc 
a mapping of F into J] F\ then 21 is a quasidirect-product (shortly 0-product). 
i = 1 
Let 0-product mean any of the a rproducts, the g-product or the G-product. 
Now take a class K of algebras. Then Hg(K) denotes the class of all algebras 
which can be given as homomorphic images of subalgebras of 0-products of algebras 
from K. Similarly, Jg(K) stands for the class consisting of all algebras which are 
isomorphic to subalgebras of 0-products of algebras from K. The class K is 
homomorphically (isomorphically) complete with respect to the 0-product if He(K) = 
=K(R) (lg(K)=K(R)) holds. Finally, K is forest complete with respect to the 
0-product if for every forest TQ TF Xn recognizable by deterministic ascending 
automata there exists a 0-product 21 = (A, F) of algebras from K and an auto-
maton A = (2I, a', a) satisfying T(A) = T. 
2. Some general properties of the products 
It is obvious that every isomorphically 0-complete system is homomorphically 
0-complete as well. For the converse we note 
Remark 2.1. For every 0 there exists a homomorphically 0-complete system 
MQK(R) which is not isomorphically 0-complete. 
To verify this statement take an arbitrary isomorphically 0-complete system M. 
Since IB(M) contains the one-element algebras there is an SH=(A, G)£M and 
an ad A such that 
(* ) for all r£r(G) there is a g€G r 
satisfying g(a) = (a, ..., a) 
holds. Now take the system M* = {2l*|2l£M} where 
21* = (AUB, G), B = {a*\a£A and a satisfies (*)}. 
The operations of 21* are defined for all g(LG, a£A and a*£B in the following 
way: g91* (a*)=gm (a) and 
8 w \ (a*, ..., a*) otherwise. 
Evidently, M* cannot be isomorphically 0-complete but it will turn out to be 
homomorphically 0-complete. 
Let (£=(C,H) be an arbitrary algebra. Assume that (£ is isomorphic to 
k 
a subalgebra D of the 0-product [J \j/] from M. Constructing the 0-product 
i = 1 
k 
J] 21* [H, [¡/*] from M* it is not difficult to prove that £ is a homomorphic 
¡=1 
5* 
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image of a subalgebra S* of this product. Here ift* is defined by \p*(a, h) = \j/(a, h) 
where § can be obtained 'by removing the stars', i.e., if 7t|(a)£A then 7^(3) = 
=7ti(a) else if ni(a)=a*€B then 7r,(a)=a for all i—l,...,k. 
For ordinary automata the notion of the completeness with respect to the 
automaton mappings have been introduced. (See, e.g. [4].) Now we shall define 
a similar concept concerning 'tree automaton mappings', i.e., top-down tree trans-
formations. 
In the sequel we shall use the general terms such as top-down tree transducers 
and top-down tree transformations induced by them, deterministic, connected or 
minimal transducers in their usual meaning (c.f. [1], [2] or [6]). 
A top-down tree transducer sl—(TFXn, A, TGtYm, A', Z j ) is uniform if 
each rule af~p(a£A, f£F„ l£R(F), p£TGi'Y^AZ) can be written in the form 
af—qiflxZx, ..., a,!;,) for some q£TGtYmUSl. In this section by a transducer si we 
shall mean a deterministic uniform top-down tree transducer having exactly one 
rule af-rp for every ( a , f ) t A X F . Moreover, all transducers are assumed to have 
the fixed input rank type R. 
Let s/= (TF,Xn,A, TGfYm,a', and & = (TF<Xn, B, TGyYm, b', Ia) be 
transducers and take a mapping q>: A -+B. If the following three conditions are 
satisfied for arbitrary af^-qla^, ..., a^,) and axt—t^Z^ then cp is called a homo-
morphism of si into 3t 
(i) if af^q(a^, ...,a,Z,)£Zj then 
b f - q ( b d i , where 
b=(p(a), bj—(p(aj) (J = 1, ..., /), 
(ii) if a x ^ t ^ Z s i then 
bXi—tdZa where 
b = cp(a), 
(iii) cp(a') = <p(b'). 
If cp is suijective then SS is a homomorphic image of si. 
The following result has been obtained in [2]. 
Proposition 2.2. If there is a homomorphism from si into ¿8 then 
The n-ary F-automaton A = ((A, F), a', a) belongs to the transducer sl= 
= (TF,xn> A, TG,Ym, a', ZJ) if 
(i) for all a£A, k£R(F) and f£Fk,fm(a) = (a1, ...,ak) imphes 
af-*p(a1^1, ...,ak£k)£Z* for some p£TG,Ymusk and 
(ii) for l^i^n, a£A(i> iff ax^q^Z^ for some q^TGYm. 
Aut (si) denotes the class of all automata belonging to si. Now we can 
introduce the class Alg (si) of all algebras belonging to si: 
11=(A, Alg (si) iff there is an automaton A = <21, a', a>£Aut (si). 
A system MQK(R) is complete with respect to the 0-product if for every 
tree transformation T: TFXn—TGYm there is a transducer si and a 0-product 
91 of algebras from M such that t = t ^ and 216 Alg (si) hold. 
In the proof of the following theorem we need the concept of the paths of 
a tree p. For arbitrary type F,n$_N and p£TF Xn, path (p) stands for the smallest 
subset of (FxN)* satisfying 
(i) if p=xt (l^i^n) then path (p) consist of the empty word e, and 
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(ii) if p=f(p1, ...,pk),k£R,f£Fk,p1,...,pk£TFtXn then 
path (p) = (J ( f , i) path (/>,-). 
¡=i 
Moreover, for arbitrary set TQTFtXn define p a t h ( T ) = U(pa th ( t ) \ t£T) . The 
realization of the path u€path (TFXn) in the F-algebra 21 = (A, F) is the mapping 
vm:A--A given by 
(i) aen=a for all ad A and 
(ii) av*=c iff v=u(f, i), aum=b and n¡{f(b))=c holds for 
M€path(rFiXn), k£R,f£Fk, ISi^k and b£A. 
Theorem 2.3. With respect to arbitrary 0-product the homomorphic complete-
ness, the completeness and the forest completeness are equivalent to each other. 
Proof (1) Let the system MQK(R) be homomorphically complete with 
respect to the 0-product. Further, let t be an arbitrary transformation induced by 
the connected transducer s/=(TFXn,A,TGY,a',IJ) and let A = (2I, a', a)£ 
e A u t ( ^ ) . 
As M is homomorphically 0-complete there exist a 0-product (£ = (C, F) = 
s 
= II [7% ip] from M and a subalgebra (£ of (E such that 21 is a homomorphic 
¡=i 
image of E under some homomorphism <p. Taking the subalgebra (E* of E 
generated by a c'd(p~1(a') it follows easily that A is a homomorphic image of the 
connected automaton C* = ((£*, c', c) under (p. (The final state vector c of C* 
can be given using the inverse of (p.) Let us consider the transducer 
V* = (TF,Xn, c*, TGiym, c', satisfying 
(1) cf^pic^x, ..., iff <p(c) = a, (Piic^ai (i = 1, ..., k) and 
(ii) cXi^-qdZig* iff <p(c)=b and 
for alt f£F,c£C* and l^i^n. 
This construction ensures that q>: is a homomorphism. Hence, by Pro-
position 2.2, But taking the transducer ^— (TFiXn, C,TG<Ym,c', 
where 
Z„ = Zv.\J(cf^g^c^, ..., C*,ftF,f'(c) = (clt ..., c*)), 
and qCtf is an arbitrary tree from TGiYmUEk) it is obvious that x>e=i>e*=T and 
(EgAlg ('ii) which proves the 0-completeness of M. 
(2) Now let M be a 0-complete system. Take an arbitrary algebra 2 1 = ( A , F ) 
with A=(a0, ax,..., a„_i). Without loss of generality we may assume «=-1. Choose 
a j£R and construct the algebra §L=(A, G> with G—F; if i ^ j and G}=F}\J{h} 
where h is a new operational symbol. For all g£G and at£A realize g such that 
g"(«<) = 
( a i + l (modn) ; •••» a i + l (modn)) i f S ~ h and 
j times 
g91 (a,) otherwise. 
Define the associated transducer s4=(TG Xl, A, TCYn, a0, I j ) by the following 
rules for all gdG and a ^ A 
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(i) a œ - ^ g i a ^ i , iff 
gai(a,)=(ai, - , a k ) and 
(ii) ( ¡ ¡ x ^ y ^ Z j . 
s 
The 0-completeness of M ensures that there exists a 0-product 23 = / / ©¡[G, I//] 
¡ = 1 
from M and a transducer 3§={TG<Xv B,TG Yn,b0, equivalent to s4 such 
that 93£Alg (âiï). Take the connected subtransdùcer @* = (TGyXl, B*, TGtYn, b0, Z®*) 
of S8 and the corresponding connected subalgebra 33* = (B*, G) of 23. Now we 
are going to prove that 21 is a homomorphic image of this 23*. 
To this end define the correspondence <p:B*^A by (p(b0uB*)=a0ua for 
every w£path (TGX). Since 23* and 2Î are connected cp is defined for all b£B* 
and (p(B*) = A. We claim that <p is a well defined mapping, i.e. b=b0um* = bQu®* 
implies u0w®=a0s® for all u, u£path (TGX<). Assume to the contrary that there 
are m, i;£path (rG Xl) such that b=b0u®*=b0v®* and at = au%^a0u2 = aj. 
The realization of h ensures the existence of trees p,qÇ.TGXi with the follow-
ing properties 
(i) M 6 path (p), uf path 
(ii) if z£path(p) then a0 z91 = at and 
if w£path (q) then a0wm — aj. 
Then we have 
(iii) fr(T„-00)e{j; i+1}*, fr M ? ) ) € f o + 1 } * . 
Taking two arbitrary trees p,q£TGtXl with w£path(p) and u£path(q) we can 
construct the trees p, q satisfying (ii) by substituting the leaves of p and q by 
suitable trees from T{h} X l . 
From the equivalence of si and 0S* it follows easily that the transducer 
38* is nondeleting. This, by property (iii) means that during the translation of 
p in SS* we have to apply some production bXl-*t where fr (/) £ {>';+1 }*. On 
the other hand, the translation of q requires a production bxx-+t with f r ( i )£ 
£{j'j+1}*. Hence, by the assumption a^cij the contradiction bxx-*t, bx^t^Z®* 
and tr^t follows. 
At last, by the definition of q> 
f(<p(bj) = /(«»»") = («o«(/, I ) 5 1 , - , a 0 v ( f , k)*) = 
= (<p{b0v(f, 1)®*), ...,<p{b,v(/, kT*)) = <p(m) holds 
for all u£path ( r C Xl), b = b0v**Ç.B*, k£R and / £ F k proving that <p is a homo-
morphism. Now it is evident that 21 is a homomorphic image under cp of the 
s 
subalgebra 23* = (B*, F> of the 0-product 23= /723,[F, \jj] where is the restric-
i=l 
tion of i¡/ to 1] BiXF. 
i = l 
(3) It is quite obvious that every homomorphically 0-complete system M is 
forest complete with respect to the 0-product as well (cf. Proposition 1.1). 
(4) At last, assume that M is a forest complete system with respect to the 
0-product. Take an arbitrary algebra il=(A, F ) with A = {a0, ..., a„_i}- Choosing 
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a new operational.symbol h and proceeding in the same way as in case (2) construct 
the algebra %. = {A,G). The definition of h ensures that the automaton A = 
= (9t, a0, {a0}> is connected and normalized. Moreover, by the proof of Theorem 8 
in [5] A is a minimal automaton since it has no two different equivalent states. 
The forest completeness of M implies the existence of an automaton C = 
i 
= (<£, c', c) equivalent to A where (£= JJH^G, \p) is a 0-product from M. As 
¡=i 
the realization of h results that every connected automaton equivalent to A is 
normalized and, even more, it has no 0-states, the connected subautomaton C* = 
= <(£*, c', c*) of C is normalized, too. Therefore, by Proposition 1.2 the minimal 
automaton A is a homomorphic image of C*. Now it is trivial that omitting h the 
algebra 21=(,4, F) is a homomorphic image of the subalgebra E* = (C*, F) 
t of the 0-product fi= JJ (¿¡[F, ip], where \p is the restriction of the feedback func-
i=l 
t 
tion \p to JJCiXF. • 
¡=i 
3. Complete systems with respect to some special types of products 
In this section we shall investigate the isomorphically 0-complete systems if 
9 = Q, a0 and G, and derive some properties of the homomorphically G-complete 
systems as well. 
For the sake of brevity let us introduce the relation 21 < a © iff 21 can be iso-
morphically embedded into a 0-product of © with a single factor. When 6 = Q 
we have 
Theorem 3.1. A system KQK(R) is isomorphically complete with respect 
to the quasidirect product iff for every simple algebra 21 there is a such that 
21 holds. 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition can easily be derived from the transitivity 
of the relation -<g and from the following assumption 
(*) For an arbitrary algebra (E a simple algebra 21 satisfying £-<221 can be 
constructed. 
To verify (*), take the algebra (£=(C, F), C = {c0, ..., ck). We define the algebra 
2 l=(A ,G) as follows. The base set of 2t is the disjointunion A = CU {cfc+1,...,t-p-j}, 
where p is an arbitrary prime number with p — l>k. Suppose that j£R. In this 
case let Gt = F, for all j and Gj = Fj U {h} where h is a new operational 
symbol. The realization of the operations in 21 is given by 
ge(ci) if g £ F and 0 si i s k, 
(Cj, ..., q) if n£R, g£F„ and ¡ c < i S j i - 1 , 
n times 
(Ci + K m o d p ) . •••> C; + 1(modp)) if g=h and 0 = i i s i p - l . 
j times 
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The introduction of the new operation h guarantees the simplicity of 91. (E«<e2l 
follows evidently by considering the product 91 [F, i¡/] with the feedback function 
i / i ( / )= / for every f£F. 
Conversely, let K be isomorphically 2-complete. Hence for arbitrary simple 
k 
algebra 91=(A, F) there is a 0-product 23 = J] 23¡[F, \j/] from K such that 21 is 
i = ] 
isomorphic to a subalgebra of 23. Let q> denote a suitable isomorphism. Now 
we can introduce the relations £?f (l^i^k) on A in the following manner: 
aQib iff nj(cp{a)) = nj(q>(b)) for all U j S i. 
The fact that © is a Q-product yields that all the Qi are congruence relations and 
» ^ 6k = 
As 21 is simple, all this relations are trivial, i.e., there is a natural number m 
(1 ^ m ^ k ) such that 
3m = & 
holds. Now we proceed to show that in this case 2I-<Q©m. Take the g-product 
£=(Bm, F>=©m[F, £] with the feedback function <^(/)=7tm(i>(/)) for all f£F. 
It can immediately be shown that the mapping t]: A-*Bm defined by t}(a) = nm(<p(a)) 
for all A is an isomorphic embedding of 91 into S m . The choice of m ensures 
the injectivity of r). On the other hand, r\ is the composition of the mth projection 
with the isomorphism <p, hence t\ must be a homomorphism. 
Corollary 3.2. There exists no minimal isomorphically Q-complete system of 
algebras. 
Proof. Take an isomorphically g-complete system M g K(R) and an arbitrary 
G from M. We shall verify that the system M1 = M— {£} satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 3.1 as well. Let © be a simple algebra. From the isomorphic complete-
ness of M it follows that ©<;Q9l holds for some 21 Now we claim that 
S«<Q2t holds for some 2i£M1; too. We distinguish the following two cases 
(1) If then we put 31=21. 
(2) In the case of 21=(E we can, by assumption (*), construct a simple 
algebra X) with |X>| and (i-<QT>. But M is isomorphically g-complete thus 
it contains an algebra © satisfying Of course, 2M0c hence <££MX and 
the transitivity of -<e implies ©<Q(E. • 
In the case of a0-products we can state similar results. 
Theorem 3.3. A system KQK(R) is isomorphically complete with respect 
to the a0-product iff for every simple algebra 21 there is a satisfying 2i-<aoS. 
Proof. The equivalence 21-<Q© iff 91-<tt0© combined with Theorem 3.1 
obviously implies the sufficiency of the condition. 
The proof of the necessity can be performed as in Theorem 3.1 so it will be 
omitted. • 
Inspecting Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 we can infer that there exist no minimal 
isomorphically a0-complete systems. Moreover, a system KQK(R) is iso-
morphically ¿-complete iff it is isomorphically a0-complete. 
For isomorphic G-completeness we have 
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Theorem 3.4. A system KQK(R) is isomorphically complete with respect 
to the general product iff K contains an algebra 91=04, F) having two distinct 
elements ax and a2 such that for arbitrary r£R, {a1, a2} and a£ a2}r there 
exists an / £ F r satisfying f^(a)—a. 
Proof. Suppose that K is isomorphically G-complete. Let © = b2}, G) 
be an algebra such that for all r£R, b£B and bf {blt b2}r there exists a g€G> 
with g®(£)=b. Because of the G-completeness of K there is a G-product 91= 
k 
- II from K and a subalgebra 51 of 91 satisfying <p(©)=9i under 
¡=i 
a suitable isomorphism (p. Let (a{, ..., a'k) and (a", ..., ak) be the <p-image of bx 
and b2, respectively. Because of b^b2 an index j satisfying a] ̂  a'- can be 
selected. We shall prove that in this case the algebra 9lj fulfils the conditions of 
the Theorem. To this end take an r£R, a€ {a), a'-}, and a6 [a], a"}'. The algebra 
© satisfies the requirements of the Theorem as well. Hence it can be given a g€G r , 
b£B and b£B r with the properties g®(6)=b, nj((p(b))=a and (^(^(¿i)) , ... 
..., Tij((p(br)))=&. From these equalities we can conclude that the operation / = 
=i¡>U)((p(b),g)eFrJ satisfies / a i j (a) = a. 
Now assume that the elements au a2 of the algebra 11=(A, F)£K meet the 
requirements of the Theorem. Take an arbitrary algebra S = <5, G>. Choose an 
injective mapping (p: B—{fli, a2}k for a suitable k£N, and construct the G-product 
G = / 7 9 I , [ G , ^ ] where 9I ;=9l 0 = 1, ..., k). For all c=(c l f ..., ck)£Ak, r£R and 
g£G~let i)/(c,g)=(f\ ...,fk) be defined for all i=l,...,k by 
- - an f£F, satisfying /»(c.) = (cf, ..., d), 
if c = cp(b\ g»(6) = (6 1 , . . . , 6 r ) and <p(bj) = (d,...,.c{) 
for j = 1, ..., r, 
an arbitrary element from Fr otherwise. 
By virtue of this definition of the feedback function ij/ an easy computation shows 
that cp is an isomorphic embedding of © into the product G. • 
By Theorem 3.4, there exists an algorithm to decide for arbitrary finite K<^K(R) 
whether K is isomorphically complete with respect to the general product. 
Turning to the problem of homomorphic G-completeness we give a rephrased 
version of the known result from [8] for the case i ?={ l} i.e., for unoids. 
Proposition 3.5. A system is homomorphically complete with respect 
to the general product iff K contains a unoid 11 = (A, F ) having an element a, two 
operational symbols / i , / 2 and two polynomials px,p2 satisfying 
« 1 = fi(a) ^ / 2 0 0 = a2 
and 
/ > i 0 * i ) = />2 ( « 2 ) = a . 
This proposition implies that every minimal homomorphically G-complete 
system in A"({1}) is a singleton. The subsequent constructions show that this situa-
tion is bounded to the case R= {1}. 
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Let R={ri, . . . , 1} be an arbitrary rank type. For every r£R and 
1 S j ' ^ r take a two-element algebra Utrj-=({aJy, a2rj}, Frj) having for every (m,n)£ 
6 (1, 2}2 exactly one r-ary operational symbol fm„£FrrJ such that 
/h 
(a?j,...,atj,...,a?j) if k = m 
(a*j, ..., akrj) otherwise 
and 
(**) g « 0 = (a™, ..., a?j) for all af£ArJ, g£F'J and 
hold. 
Lemma 3.6. The system K = {VlrJ\r(:R, l ^ j ^ r } is homomorphically G-
complete and minimal. 
Proof. Let £=({1 ,2} , F)£K(R) be an algebra satisfying 
F = U ( { / J J € { 1 , 2}, t € { l , 2 H | R I € I ? ) 
and 
t if s = k 
fs,(fc) = (s, s) otherwise 
ri times 
for all r£R and fst£Fri. 
Since the system {(£} is isomorphically G-complete to prove our lemma it is 
enough to show &£HC(K). To this end take the G-product 91 = </1, F) = 
= / J -Lj[-f, ip]- If then let v(a) denote the sum of the upper indices oc-
1 S j i r 
curring in a. For all r^R, fst£Fro 2irj£.K and adA,\p corresponds to fst the 
operation fsv£F'rJ. where 
(t) if rt = r and ( - l ) v w = ( _ i y j 
otherwise. - I ? 
Define the mapping <p\ A —{I, 2} in the following way: 
<p(.a)={l2 
if v(a) is an odd number, 
2 otherwise. 
Now, using the previous definition of it can be proved that cp: is 
a homomorphism. 
Take an arbitrary algebra 91 ri£M. By virtue of the construction of M it is 
evident that 91 sj£M and (s,j)?i(r, i) implies for all and a£Asj, 7r ;(/(a))=a. 
From this assumption it follows directly that the system K— {91ri} is not homo-
morphically G-complete. • 
By similar methods one can prove 
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Theorem 3.7. Let s be an arbitrary natural number satisfying l ^ s S 
Then a minimal homomorphically G-complete system K consisting of s algebras 
can effectively be constructed. 
Finally we would like to remark that in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [12] there is 
a mistake. Its correction can be found in [6]. 
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